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Social Security Number Requirement for the Child Tax Credit is Bad Policy 

Last year – in an almost straight party-line vote - the House of Representatives 
approved a measure to deny eligibility for the refundable Child Tax Credit (CTC) to 
millions of poor children, the majority of whom are U.S. citizens.  This bill – which 
did not receive Senate consideration - would require that a parent file taxes with a 
Social Security number (SSN).  Immigrant workers who are ineligible for an SSN 
and file their taxes with an Individual Tax Identification Number (ITIN) would be 
prevented from claiming this financial lifeline.     

This vote is one example of relentless efforts by some in Congress to deny 
undocumented immigrants eligibility for the benefits they earned through the work 
they did and the taxes they paid.  Congress has long prohibited most non-citizens 
from receiving many federal means-tested programs.   

General Facts 
 

All working immigrants – regardless of status - are required to pay U.S. income and 
payroll taxes and are eligible for the Child Tax Credit 

x Undocumented immigrants and some who are lawfully present are not eligible 
for an SSN and must file their taxes using an ITIN issued by the IRS.  This is 
the only means for a person without an SSN to file a federal tax return, and the 
IRS created ITINs specifically for this purpose. 

x The Treasury Inspector General stated that in 2010, returns filed with an ITIN 
reported wages of up to about $60 billion and income tax withholding of more 
than $1.78 billion.   

x Immigrant workers who file with ITINs pay Social Security and Medicare payroll 
taxes even though they are not eligible for Social Security and Medicare 
benefits.  

x ITIN filers are legally eligible to apply for the CTC/ACTC – this is not a loophole.  
According to the IRS, “The law has been clear for over a decade that eligibility 
for these credits [CTC/ACTC] does not depend on work authorizations status or 
the type of taxpayer identification number used.”1   

x IRS management: “Erroneous or fraudulent claims are not unique to the ACTC, 
nor are they unique to ITIN filers.”2   

x Immigrant workers who claim children who are ineligible for the CTC/ACTC 
often do so in unintentional error and/or at the direction of unscrupulous paid 
preparers. These individuals risk severe penalties for fraud. 

x Denying ITIN eligibility to the families of millions of children will not address 
the allegations of fraud – it will further impoverish already vulnerable children. 
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Requiring an SSN for CTC eligibility would: 

 
Threaten children’s wellbeing 
x In 2012, there were nearly 5.5 million children – 4.5 million of whom are U.S. 

citizens - living with at least one undocumented parent.3  The remainder of the 
children are little Dreamers, children who are undocumented and came to the 
U.S. at a young age and consider this country their only home. 

x In 2011, children of immigrants—more than 9 million children—accounted 
for 30.9 percent of all children in the U.S. in low-income families.4 

x Any change in eligibility for the ACTC will harm children—the very population 
the tax credit is intended to benefit. 
 

Hurt the working poor  
x This is an attack on hardworking ITIN taxpayers who, along with their 

employers’ contributions, paid more than $13 billion in payroll taxes in 2010.5 
x In 2013, undocumented immigrant adults had been in the U.S. for a median time 

of nearly 13 years6 and are long-standing residents of their communities.  
x Over 50 percent of families using the refundable CTC earn less than $20,000 per 

year, over 60 percent earn less than $25,000 per year, and over 75 percent earn 
less than $30,000 per year.7 

x Nearly half of these workers are raising children on hourly wages of $10 or less.8 
x Eliminating the tax credit for these families will take an average of $1,800 from 

the low-wage families per year.9 
x Without this tax credit, families may not be able to pay for basic needs such as 

groceries, utility bills, or child care. 
 
Betray the Latino community 
x This cut will hit Latinos hardest. An estimated 85 percent of families affected by 

this policy change are Hispanic.10 
x This cut will deepen poverty. There are now nearly 15 million children living in 

poverty in the United States.11 Nearly one-third of Hispanic children in the U.S. 
live in households in poverty.12 
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